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Broseta and Garrigues have advised Gruppo Servizi Associati (GSA), italian leader in the field of
security and fire prevention, on the acquisition of 75% of the spanish company Previnsa Servicios
Integrales. Broseta has been in charge of all the spanish law aspects of the transaction, advising the
buyer GSA; while Previnsa (seller, which will retain a 25% stake), was advised by Garrigues.

Broseta has advised Gruppo Servizi Associati (GSA), italian leader in the field of security and fire
prevention and subsidiary of the Banca Intesa Sanpaolo group, coordinated by partner Joaquín
Giráldez, the lawyers Oliver Rodríguez, Cristina García Troya, Lucía Maronda, Inés Porras, José
Manuel Sipos, Jaime Martínez-Pardo, Alberto Fernández Irízar and Ana Pacheco participated.
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Broseta team

Garrigues has advised the spanish company Previnsa Servicios Integrales on its sale, who will retain
a 25 percent stake in the share capital. Its headquarters is located in Langreo (Asturias), and
personnel training centers in Madrid, Oviedo and Valencia.

The legal team consisted of lawyers from the corporate and tax areas. The commercial advice was
led by partner Jose María Muñoz Paredes together with senior associate Concepción Ramírez and
associate Beatriz Obelleiro. On the other hand, the tax advice was led by partner Alejandro
Fernández and senior associate Alfonso Vallaure.

Garrigues team

The purchase of Previnsa allows GSA to expand its business lines thanks to the three sectors in
which it specializes: surveillance and fire prevention in nuclear power plants; personnel training and
occupational safety even in complex situations (high altitudes, chemical emergencies, maritime
safety, wind farms, thermonuclear power plants, etc.); and the production and marketing of signs
and accessories for safety at work.

GSA was also advised by Gatti Pavesi Bianchi Ludovici on all matters relating to italian law.



Imagen: Joaquín Giráldez (Broseta partner), AlejandroFernández García (Garrigues partner) and José
MaríaMuñoz Paredes (Garrigues partner)


